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EXTREME POINTS IN C(K, L\p))

RYSZARD GRZASLEWICZ

Abstract. Let Z-*(/i) denote an Orlicz space and let cj> satisfy the condition A2. It

is shown that the extreme points of the unit ball of the space of continuous functions

from a compact Hausdorff space K into £.* ( ¡i ) with supremum norm on C( K, L* ( ¡i ))

are precisely the functions with values in the set of extreme points of the unit ball of

L*tp).

1. Introduction. Let AT be a compact Hausdorff space and let Ibea real Banach

space. By C(K, X) we denote the Banach space of all X-valued continuous func-

tions on K equipped with the norm ||/|| = svpkeK\\f(k)\\. The purpose of this

paper is to study the extreme points of the unit ball of C(K, L^ifi)) (L^ip.) denotes

an Orlicz space). Our result is a generalization of Werner's result for C(K, L1(u))

[18]. We denote by ext X the set of all extreme points of the unit ball of the Banach

space X. Obviously, if {k g K: f(x) g ext A'} =/_1(ext X) is dense in K, then

/ g ext C(K, X). Thus in the case when ext X is closed, a natural conjecture is that

/e extC(AT, X) if and only if f(k) g ext X for all k e K. It is known that this

conjecture is true in many cases (for instance if X is strictly convex), but it is not

true in general. Blumenthal, Lindenstrauss and Phelps [2] have, actually, presented

an example of a four-dimensional space X and function /g extC([0,1], X) such

that f(k) <£ ext X for all k g [0,1].

In fact, the problem of which spaces X satisfy the above conjecture was consid-

ered by Clausing and Papadopoulou [3]. If the unit ball B(X) of X is stable,

then the correspondence x -» D(x) = {z G B(X): there exists zx g B(X) with

(z + Z[)/2 = x} is lower semicontinuous. Thus by applying the Michael's selection

theorem (cf. [10]) we can represent each function / g C(K, X) satisfying /_1(ext X)

** K (11/11 < 1) as a nontrivial convex combination of norm-one elements (ext X is

closed for stable ball). It turns out that if X is finite dimensional, then B(X) is

stable if and only if all «-skeletons {x g B(X): dimface(;c) < n) of B(X) are

closed, n = 0,1,..., dim X (see Papadopoulou [12]). Note that ext X = 0-skeleton of

B (X). Since (dim X - 1)- and (dim X - 2)-skeletons are always closed the conjec-

ture is true for all X with dim X = 2 or if ext X is closed in the case dim X = 3. In

[7] it was shown that the unit ball of a finite-dfmensional Orlicz space is stable.

Applying arguments from [16] we may see that Banach spaces X with 3.2.1.P. also
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satisfy the conjecture. The above conjecture was also considered in [19]. We should

point out that C(K, X*) (X* denotes the dual of X) is isometrically isomorphic to

the space of all compact linear operators from X into C(K) (see [4, p. 490]). Thus

our conjecture is naturally connected with the problem of characterization of

extreme operators in Jr"( X, C( K )) (note that the space of bounded linear operators

.£?( X, C( K )) is isometrically isomorphic to the space of weak*-continuous functions

from K into X*). In particular, the question is, whether an extreme operator

T g Jt( X, C{K)) must be "nice" in the sense of Morris and Phelps [11]; i.e.,

whether T maps extreme functional in C( K )* (Dirac measure on K ) into extreme

points of the unit ball of X*. Many authors have considered this problem (see

[2,1,13,5,8]; see also [14, 15] for negative results). Another negative example was

given by Greim [6] for vector-valued L ''-functions.

2. Ext C(K, L^ip.)). Let (ß, 2, p.) be a a-finite measure space. Let <p: R -* [0, oo)

be a convex, even function with (¡>(0) = 0. We say that <i> satisfies the condition A2 if

there exists a constant M > 0 such that the inequality <t>(2t) < M<b(t) holds for all t.

In some particular cases the assumption on <b can be weakened: if u is purely atomic

with inf bk > 0 (where bk denote masses of atoms) it suffices to assume that </>

satisfies the condition A2 for small values of t; if p(ß) < oo then we only need to

assume that <¡> satisfies the condition A2 for large values of t and tp(t) = 0 exactly

when t = 0.

The Orlicz space L^p) is the set of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions

x: B -» R such that j <¡>(Xx) < oo for some X > 0 equipped with the Luxemburg

norm ||jc||^ = inf{a > 0: /<p(x/a)dfi < 1}. Note that if <p satisfies the condition

A2, then / <i>(*/ll*IU) = 1 for all 0 # jc g L*(p). We refer the reader to [9] for basis

facts about Orlicz spaces.

Let <¡> satisfy the condition A2. Let U^ be a maximal open subset of R such that <i>

is linear on each connected component of U^. It is not difficult to see that

x £ extL^ip) if and only if x_1(L^) has positive measure and is not an atom (i.e.

can be divided into two subsets of positive measure). Therefore, in particular, L^p)

is strictly convex if U^ = 0 (i.e. <¡> is strictly convex); cf. [17].

Theorem. Suppose <¿> satisfies the condition A2. Then fis extremal in the unit ball of

C(K, L*(p)) if and only iff(k) is extremal in the unit ball of L*(u) for all k g K.

Proof. Suppose that f(k0) £ ext L^p) for some &0 g K. We may and do

assume that ||/(/c)||^ = 1 for all k G K. To prove our theorem we need to show that

f & extC(K, L^ift )). There exist norm one xx, x2 g //(p) such that xx + x2 and

(x,+x2)/2=/(Â:0).Put

Ar= {»-\[f{k0)](w)\>\Xl(w)\},       Bx={w.\[f(k0)](W)\<\xx(w)\}.

We have p(Ax) > 0 and u(Bx) > 0. It is easy to see that [f(k0)](Ax) c U+ and

lf(k0)](Bx) c ¡Jv Thus there exist A c Ax, B c Bx of finite and positive measure

such that [f(k0)](A) is contained in one connected component of U^ and [f(k0)](B)

is contained in one connected component of U¿. Hence there exist ax, a2, bx,
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b2 g R such that [/(A:0)](A) c (a2,a2) c £4 and [/(*„)](*) c (*i.*l) c *V ¥™

x G ¿/(p) we define t\A(x), r\B(x) G L^p) by

h¿(*)](w) = l/4max(0,min(a2 - x(w)),(x(w) - a,)},

hs(*)](w) = lBmax{0,min(62-x(vv)),(x(vv) -bx)}.

We have

*{♦([* + tiA(x)](w)) + 4>([x - r,A(x)](w))} = *<*(")),

\-{<p([x + yB(x)](x)) + <b([x - r,B(x)](w))} = <¡>(x(w)),

and

(x ± 7¡A(x))(w) G [ax,a2]     úx(w) g [ax,a2],

{x ± vB(x))(w) g [bx,b2]     ïîx(W) G [bx,b2].

Obviously, r)A(f(k0)) * 0 * nB(f(k0)). We should add that functions L*(p) 3 x

-» T)^(x) g /.'''(p) and L*(p) 9 x -* lígí*) g L^p) are continuous. Thus i)/4(/(-))>

r)fl(/(-))eC(/:,L*(p)).Put

mA = <p'((ax + a2)/2),        mB = <b'((bx + b2)/2).

We have

<¡>(ax + t) = (p(ax) + mAt    for t g (0, a2 - ax)

and

<b(bx + t) = <K¿>,) + »V    for / G (0, b2 - bx).

We define functions pA, pB: L^(u) -* R by

pA(x) = mAj nA(x)dfi,        pB(x) = mBj nB(x) du,        x S L*(p).

The functions p^, pfl are continuous. Indeed, first consider p^. Let ||xn — x0\\^ -» 0,

where x„ g L*(p). Thus ||t/,,(x„) - '"/((^o)II<í. ~* 0- Since p(A) < 00, there exists a

constant c > 0 such that Hl^H/j,^ < c||l^ vl^ for all y g ¿''"(p). Therefore, we

obtain \\yA(xn) - tj^(jc0)||jL.(/i) ->• 0. Hence / rj^xjdp -> /^(^dp, i.e. p^xj

-» pA(x0). Analogously we obtain that pB is continuous. Thus pA(f(-)), pB(f(-)) G

C(K,R).

Now we define /, g C(K, L*(p))> t = 1,2, by

fi=f + (-l)'[aArlA(f)-aBnB(f)}

where

£a(/) a PaU)
aA i+i^(/)i+i/».(/)r  ttfi i+i^(/)i+i/»»(/)r

Obviously, o^, a8 G C(ä:,R), |«^| < 1, |aB| < 1.
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We have /= (/, +/2)/2 and f(k0) * f(k0). We need to check that \\f\\ < 1,

/' = 1,2. We have

j <P(fx(k))du = j <i>(/(/c))dp + / 4>(f(k))-mAaAVA(f)da
J JQ\(AUB) J A

+ f <t>(f(k)) + mBaBnB(f)du
JB

= / <p(f(k))du+f *(/(*)) ¿p = /*(/(*)) dM=l.
JÜ\A US JAUB J

Thus   \\fx(k)\\ = 1.   Analogously   ||/20)|| = 1   for  all   k G K,   Therefore,   /g

e\tC(K, L^bi)).
Acknowledgment. The author wishes to thank the referee for his valuable

remarks.
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